
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
The developers at Grofsoft have made TripView Sydney, a travel information app, available on Intel® 
Atom™ tablets for Android*.  Now, mobile device users can access pertinent, updated schedules for 
trains, buses and ferries, all right from their lightweight, portable screens.  As an Intel® Software Partner, 
Grofsoft has the advantage of a broad portfolio of technical and business resources through the Intel® 
Developer Zone.  

Travelers, tourists and commuters can capitalize on real-time transportation information as they journey 
through the beautiful city of Sydney.  Users can view timetables, maps and advisories so that they arrive 
at their destination on time.  Once downloaded, the app saves the information so users can access it 
offline. Bus, train and ferry timetables frequently update, even providing platform numbers.  Delay 
notifications and interactive maps keep travelers informed and routes can be saved in the app for  
further use. 
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TripView Sydney Makes Sydney Easy to Navigate for Android* Tablet Users

Mobile devices take the worry out of getting around Sydney.  TripView Sydney gives tourists and 
commuters a reliable resource with this recent optimization for Android* tablets.  Staying informed helps 
travelers relax and enjoy the journey.

Downloadable, Real-time Timetables

Detailed bus, train and ferry timetables are easily accessed and 
saved so that current information can be viewed offline.  Additional 
timetable features include summary and full view windows, platform 
numbers and indicators and next service notifications.  An alarm 
option gives travellers a reminder before their service is due to arrive 
or depart.

Service and Delay Information

Accurate information about service interruption or delays is 
accessible via Wi-Fi or Internet.  Travelers can plan accordingly 
ahead of time if there are disruptions and revise their plans with 
interactive mapping. 

Multi-modal and Interactive Mapping

Travelers can devise their routes by train, bus, car and ferry right on 
their tablets.  Simply looking up stops or ports and clicking on them 
create multi-segment itineraries. Making adjustments with alternate 
routes is easy and trips can be saved for future use.  The app takes 
the guesswork out of planning and navigating any excursion.  

User-Friendly Interface

Crisp graphics and an intuitive display make the app a valuable tool 
when exploring Sydney.  The sensitive touch mechanism and clear 
maps and tables are easy to read and manipulate. 

Mobility and Portability

Users have the advantage of accessing real-time schedule 
information right from their powerful, lightweight mobile devices.  
Easy portability and hours of functionality make Android* tablets 
effective traveling tools for experiencing Sydney.  



TripView Sydney on 
Tablets for Android* 
Powered by Intel®

Now that the TripView app is 
available on Android* tablets 
powered by Intel® Atom™ 
processors, the adventure 
of exploring Sydney just got 
easier.  The high-performance 
platform provides a solid level 
of functionality so that travelers 
can confidently navigate to their 
destination.   
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For more information visit www.grofsoft.com 

To become an Intel Software Partner visit
www.intel.com/partner

To find out more about Intel apps for Android*, 
visit the showcase at 
https://software.intel.com/pams/android




